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MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 
FOR WINERIES

01/ Samplers

02/ Turning Platforms

03/ Hopper

04/ Combined De-Stemmer - Crusher - Hydraulic Helical Pump

05/ De-Stemmer

06/ Crusher

07/ Hydraulic Helical Pump

08/ Stem Driving Pipe

09/ Pneumatic Transporter (Stem Vacuum)
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10/ Sulphur Dosifying Pump

11/ Pipe for moving fresh & fermented harvest

12/ Punch-Down System

13/ Progressive Draining Dejuicers

14/ Progressive Draining Presses

15/ Pneumatic Presses

16/ Basket Press

17/ Vat emptying belt or tipping cart 

18/ Conveyor Belt & Chain Conveyor

19/ Residue Storage Container

    Reception systems for grape selecion from a manual harvest.

01/
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05/
CONTROL 
PANEL 
  

    SORTING LINE



Grape receiving hoppers, with size adapted to the volume of the vehicle to 
be unloaded. Also serves to regulate the entry according to the processing line.

Built entirely out of Stainless Steel AISI 304.

    Capacity:   16 m3 / 24 m3    

    HOPPER HOPPER

De-stemmer formed by paddles mounted in an helix form to give a delicate 
touch to the grape. 

The holes of the grape separating drum are much deeper, flared and rounder 
making the de-stemming smoother and more effective.

Built-in hopper feeder.

    Models:   D 6 / D 12 / D 25 / D 60 / D 90 / D 120 / D 150

    DE-STEMMER

Punch-down with autonomous and wireless motor system. Movement 
capacity to reach any point of the deposit with the punch-down plate. Wine remount 
system integrated into the structure. Possibility to configure automatic cycles and 
adjust speeds and pressures in each movement.

Built entirely out of Stainless Steel AISI 304.
Possibility of adapting dimensions and characteristics to the geometry of each deposit.

    PUNCH-DOWN SYSTEM 

Crusher made up of thick-toothed rollers, formed by alimenting 
cork stars with bearings on the ends,  adjustable by means of 
rails to regulate the crushing to the characteristics of the harvest. 

Equipped with wheels to be able to move over the frame in case of not 
wanting to crush the harvest.

    Models:   E 12 / E 25  / E 60 / E 90 / E 120 / E 150

    CRUSHER

For performances up 150.000 kg/h

Mounted on independent frames enable mounting as standard or separately.

    COMBINED DE-STEMMER  
 CRUSHER - HELICAL PUMP

    Models:   DE 6 / DE 12 / DE 25 / DE 60 / DE 90 /  DE 120 /  DE 150

Powerful stainless steel hydraulic pump that permits moving quantities of 
up to 120 m3/h. with pressures and speeds that do not damage the vinification 
process.

Equipped with conventional hydraulics, resistant to abrasion, with APRA, 
maximum size of solids and minimum speed.

    Sizes:   BH 15 / BH 30 / BH 65 / BH 100 / BH 120

    HYDRAULIC HELICAL PUMP

    Models:   C / M / L



Marrodán y Rezola S.A.U. reserves the right to make changes or modifications to the characteristics of the equipment presented in this brochure without prior notice, always with 
the aim of improving their quality and performance.

SAMPLERS    Column / Automatic

TIPPING CART    Capacity 800 l

VAT EMPTYING BELT

PIPE FOR MOVING HARVEST    PVC ø110 / ø140 / ø160 - INOX. Interior ø100 / ø125 / ø150 - INOX. Exterior ø104 / ø129 / ø154

CONVEYOR BELT

CHAIN CONVEYOR (REDLER Style)

RESIDUE STORAGE CONTAINER    Capacities: 19 m3 / 38 m3 

    AUXILIARY  EQUIPMENT

For special needs, please contact us.

The best performance - quality - price ratio.

Designed according to the traditional pressing principles for fermented 
grape to obtain premium wines.

    Sizes adaptable to the customer needs.

    Lateral displacement membrane.

Machines designed to extract the free must at low pressure, before 
reaching the press. 

    Models:   PV 10HL / PV 20HL / PV 26HL

    BASKET PRESSES

    Sizes: N 10 / N 25 / N 50 / N 100 / N 150 / 
   N 250 / N 350 / N 450 / N 620

    PNEUMATIC PRESSES

    Models:     Open / Closed / Inert Atmosphere ‘Sinox

    Models:   DAP 800 / DAP 900

    PROGRESSIVE DRAINING DEJUICERS

    Sizes:   PAP 500 / PAP 800 /  PAP 1000v / PAP 1000a 

    PROGRESSIVE DRAINING PRESSES

    Models:   Wine (w) - Distillery (d)



Marzola designs and develops the complete mechanisation and automation of any winery. Our engineering department takes a detailed 
study of the production needs. They then develop and oversee the project from design and planning, through to the installation and setup. This 
careful process can be the most productive and economical solution for each client.

The technical solution is presented schematically in a plant layout which defines the various components that will be involved in the installation:

PLANT DESIGN
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
SPECIAL MACHINERY
GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
 
Along with the plant layout, an outline of how the installation is controlled will be presented.
 
Once the equipment for the winery is finalised, we analyse the working capacity of the equipment in the particular conditions of each client to ensure the 
performance of the installation. 

We cover the entire process to offer the best suited solution to your needs.

24h SAT Customer Service is the maximum priority at Marzola
You need powerful, reliable and effective technology. At Marzola we know this and we strive to 
make it available to you. Working, researching and innovating our machinery and engineering, to 
guarantee the highest quality in all our equipment.

In addition, you need a professional, friendly support that’s always available, and you 
will find this in the Marzola Technical Assistance Service. We provide services in all the 
world’s wine regions throughout the year and available 24 hours a day during harvest, 
so that your production never stops.

Marzola’s professional and technical support is always guaranteed.

WINERY STUDY & TURNKEY PROJECTS

ANALYSIS

STUDYGUARANTEE

OPTIMISE THE SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE PLANT LAYOUT & 

CENTRALISED CONTROL

CUSTOMER NEEDS

 



Marrodán y Rezola S.A.U.
Pol. Ind. Lentiscares, c/ Jardines s/n
26370 Navarrete, La Rioja (Spain)

+34 941 440 333    
marzola@marzola.es

www.marzola.es

Marzola Winery 
Marzola is dedicated to the designing, manufacturing and maintenance of winery machinery 
since 1851. During these 160 years Marzola has promoted and contributed to the technological 
development and innovation in some of the world’s best wineries.

The hallmarks of Marzola are their professionalism and their pursuit of maximum productivity and 
efficiency. Always at the service of the most demanding customers and working closely with them.

Thanks to the experience, expertise and commitment to customise each product and service,  Marzola 
offers a complete range of equipment and systems for all wine making processes: from providing 
the most innovative and productive machinery to carrying out turn-key engineering projects.  
So, to speak of Marzola is to talk of strength, reliability, research and of technological advances.

Marzola is on the cutting edge of winemaking mechanisation.

Marzola, part of Biele Group
Since 2009 Marzola is part of Biele Group, a specialist in the automation of industrial processes. 
In this way, we can offer companies from different sectors, a complete and specialized service, 
developing specific automation solutions for each activity.

We design tailored solutions using edge calculation, simulation and verification technologies, 
achieving the highest levels of reliability and productivity. Our dynamic and efficient teams led by 
project managers install and maintain Marzola equipment around the world. Always at your service, with 
the guarantee and support of a group that covers all your production needs.


